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Coal: More catalysts to sustain the high coal price 

After the peak of summer in the Northern Hemisphere ended, even higher 

coal price was supported by the supply disruption in some countries such 

as Australia and Indonesia, while the demand remained high. We maintain 

our Overweight outlook on the sector with ITMG (TP IDR17,700) as our 

top pick. 

BBYB: The next disrupter 

Bank Neo Commerce (BBYB – Not Rated) has built up its customer base 

fast and garnered more than 6M users from its Neo+ app. The bank stated 

that it will launch its native digital lending product soon, which we suspect 

will be consumer loan products. For the post rights issue, BBYB would be 

trading at 3.4x PBV. 

Daily News 

 Economy: Consumers confident reached the lowest in 16 years due 

to curb 

Bank Indonesia (BI) consumer confidence index (IKK) indicated that 

consumers were the most pessimistic in 16 years due to the prolonged 

activity restriction. The IKK fell to 77.3 in August, down from 80.2 in 

July and well into the below-100 territory that signals pessimism for 

the future economic situation. (BI) 

What we think: Consumers were growing more concerned over job 

availability and salary as well as the ability to purchase durable goods. 

At the same time, business has yet to recovery from the curb. The 

relaxation of the PPKM and the re-opening of the economy should 

improve IKK going forwards. 

 BMRI considers the potential of digital bank acquisition 

Bank Mandiri (BMRI) said that it also explores the potential of 

acquiring a digital bank. While, in order to meet the expectation and 

needs of its consumers, BMRI develops its digital service capability, 

the bank also continues to seek potentials in acquiring or establishing 

digital banks as its business peers do. (IDNFinancial) 

What we think: So far, BMRI peers such as BBCA and BBRI use its 

subsidiary to compete with the new neo-banks. BBCA used Bank BCA 

Digital (ex-Bank Royal) while BBRI uses BRI Agro (AGRO) as its digital 

arm, however both will be operating as a hybrid bank. In our view, 

acquiring a subsidiary to be converted into a neo-bank gives a 

flexibility in term of branding to compete with neo-banks. 

 BSDE bets on housing demand from new capital city 

Bumi Serpong Damai (BSED) plans to develop residential areas along 

the eastern coast of East Kalimantan to capitalize on the relocation of 

the nation’s capital to that province. BSDE owns more than 500ha of 

land near the site of the new capital city, split into 270ha in Balikpapan 

 

Key  Index

C lo se C hg Ytd Vo l

(%) (%) (m)

A sean 

Indonesia 6,026 -1.4 0.8 19,295   

Thailand 1,640 0.2 13.2 13,840   

Philippines 6,949 0.5 -2.7 116          

M alaysia 1,598 0.9 -1.8 181          

Singapore 3,069 -1.3 7.9 249        

Glo bal 

China 3,675 0.0 5.8 54,100   

Hong Kong 26,321 -0.1 -3.3 1,861      

S&P 500 4514.07 -0.1 20.2 485        

Nasdaq 15,287 -0.6 18.6 812         

Dow Jones 35,031 -0.2 14.5 75          

Currency and Interest Rate  

R ate w-w m-m ytd

(%) (%) (%)

IDR (Rp/1US$) 14,213 0.1 0.8 -1.42

SBI (%) - date 3.50 0.0 0.0 -6.67

Govt Bond 10 yrs 6.15 0.0 1.0 -2.22

Hard Commodities  

Unit P rice d-d m-m y-y

(%) (%) (%)

Coal US$/ton 177         0.1 10.2 263.8

Gold US$/toz 1,791      -0.1 3.8 -8.1

Nickel US$/mt.ton 19,519    1.0 2.7 30.9

Tin US$/mt.ton 32,443  0.9 -7.5 82.7

Soft Commodities  

Unit P rice d-d m-m y-y

(%) (%) (%)

Cocoa US$/mt.ton 2,704    -0.6 8.6 7.1

Corn US$/mt.ton 29          0.5 -10.2 42.0

Crude Oil US$/barrel 69          -0.1 4.2 82.0

Palm Oil M YR/mt.ton 4,625    2.1 4.4 60.1

Rubber USd/kg 165         -3.2 -7.8 17.4

Coffee US$/60kg bag 192         -2.0 6.7 41.4

Soybean USc/lbs 1,269     0.2 -10.7 30.6

Sugar US$/M T 19           0.1 4.3 61.9

Wheat US$/mt.ton 709        -1.5 -2.9 30.9
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and 245ha in provincial capital Samarinda. It planned to develop most 

of the land into residential areas, with the rest to be developed 

according to the government’s needs for the new capital. (Jakarta 

Post) 

What we think: The ownership of the land closed to the new capital 

will be the future sales driver for BSDE. However, Bappenas head last 

stated that the new capital development was a long-term project that 

will take years of development. 

 CSAP to establish 50 more stores by 2023 

Catur Sentosa Adiprana (CSAP) plans to build 50 new stores within the 

next two years. For estimation, opening one store requires a capex of 

IDR 60B. The Company targets to build in Kalimantan and Sulawesi for 

the new store opening.  CSAP had allocated capex of IDR 500B. Then, 

80% of it would be used to expand the modern retail segment, while 

the remaining 20% would be channelled to the industry segment. In 

the meantime, the management also boosts sales via mitra10.com 

and marketplaces. (IDNFinancial) 

What we think: The company said that it used to open three to six 

stores per year, hence the plan to open 25 stores per year will be an 

ambitious project. Nevertheless, CSAP that will be less affected by the 

e-commerce had prepared for the changing consumer behavior. 

 WIKA booked 8M21 new contract value of IDR12T 

Wijaya Karya (WIKA) announced its 8M21 new contract value of 

IDR12T with a plan to revise FY21F target to IDR27T – IDR29T or 20% - 

27% higher from last year's realization from the previous target of 

IDR40T. (Kompas, Kumparan Bisnis) 

What we think: Up to the end of Aug 21, the company achieved 41% - 

43% of the updated new contract value target this year. We might see 

a similar pattern on other construction companies such as PTPP, ADHI, 

and WSKT for revising down its new contract value target this year due 

to underperforming progress, far from reaching its FY21F target.  
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 ANALYSTS CERTIFICATION. The views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the analyst's personal views about any and all of the subjec t securities 

or issuers; and no part of the research analyst's compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views expressed 

in the report. 

DISCLAIMER: This research is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we do not make any representation or warranty nor accept 

any responsibility or liability as to its accuracy, completeness or correctness.  Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. This document is prepared 

for general circulation. Any recommendation contained in this document does not have regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation and the 

particular needs of any specific addressee. This document is not and should not be construed as an offer or a solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe or 

sell any securities.  PT. Aldiracita Sekuritas Indonesia or its affiliates may be involved in transactions contrary to any opinion her ein to make markets, or have 

positions in the securities recommended herein. PT. Aldiracita Sekuritas Indonesia or its affiliates may seek or will seek investment banking or other business 

relationships with the companies in this report. 

Recommendation ratings 

Rating Buy Outperform Underperform Sell  

Classification >10% Less than 10% but will 
outperform market 

Less than 10% but will under- 
perform market 

<-10% 
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